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The Eat To Live 2011 revised edition includes updated scientific research supporting Dr. New recipes and
menus are included along with new and updated Frequently Asked Questions.  This new chapter provides
novel and essential insights into excess weight gain. It clarifies how and just why eating the wrong foods
causes toxic food cravings and the desire to over consume calorie consumption;That is a book which will
enable you to live longer, lessen your dependence on medications, and improve your wellbeing dramatically.
Fuhrman's revolutionary six-week plan and a brand new chapter highlighting Dr. Most of all, if you adhere
to the Eat To Live™ Fuhrman's discovery of toxic food cravings and the part of meals addiction in weight
issues. whereas a diet plan of high micronutrient quality causes true hunger which decreases the sensations
leading to food cravings and overeating behaviors. It is a book that will change the way you want to eat. It
instructs readers on how best to leave behind the discomfort of toxic food cravings, cravings, and addictions
to unhealthy foods. diet, you will eventually lose weight quicker than you ever thought possible.
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until I decided I'd had enough to the horrible unwanted effects of the medicines used to manage the ... I
actually am a southern lady. Uggh. We are what we consume. However in 2010, I was diagnosed with RA
and several other autoimmune diseases.Yes, some people experienced more dramatic results, but
considering I didn't possess much to lose and had been a long-term vegan with decent meals practices, I'm
very impressed by the results so far, and I am even now losing 1 pound/week. I dropped 10 pounds in 1
month, > In 2013, I tried the dietary plan for six months, when I didn't feel it was happening quickly plenty
of, I gave up and went back to my longing for the previous foods. Finally in 2015, I made a decision to
commit long term. Also, as a side-effect of this plan, I have lost over 40 pounds, and have been informed I
look about ten years younger, but my favorite compliment is normally that I "look healthful! I went a little
beyond the recommendations by limiting my fruit to max 4 items, often less, because some fruit perform
have a lot of sugar (depends on the fruit). So here's finished .. After more than a 12 months, I am off all my
RA meds!" I believe sometimes we need grounds why, so when you have a serious health condition, which
can be the "why." I really don't cook much any longer, but I have learned to take pleasure from foods that I
utilized to tolerate, and I could tolerate the ones I used to hate! My enjoyment of the meals I eat has
improved greatly. I would like to continue eating luscious breads anytime I want and as much as I want. I
just got a cheese sandwich - luscious bread, too much cheese, swiss and cheddar, some lettuce, a bit of
processed turkey, mayo, mustard, italian dressing. If you can commit, and push past the initial food cravings
you can succeed upon this program. I was scared of triggering myself, psychologically, but that didn't
happen on this diet plan and I sensed a lot of energy. I QUICKLY halted, ate some toxic food and went to
bed. I have been jealous of vegans = because it may be the hardest thing a standard eating person could be.
And it's good for my joints and back again, as well. I wish to eat cheese and in so far as i can and at anytime.
Just check it out for 6 weeks, it just may switch your life! What’s good and not so good for our health For
better health Arrived on time, good book, It works! I really like butter. Sigh. But it all looks healthful and
great. In another 6 months, when I qualify, I'll join the National Pounds Control Registry of people who
have lost >This book advises against all animal products - regardless of what other reviewers say. I guess
cheese is really poor. But my toxic body revels in it. And I am normal, however. And I would like to stay
normal at all costs. Just wasted 2 usd thinking this was the actual book, i am uncertain what the program was
but that had not been cool!So reading this book for the second time I am faced with the truth that in order to
be where I would like to be: healthy and fit, I could either modification or stay the same or be someplace in
the centre. I usually choose the somewhere in the middle and then end up going back to the same, but I
never really change. Kindle not the book only 13 pages longer and silly pictures The kindle edition isn't the
book, only 13 pages longer with silly pictures This is simply not the book! It is about eating generally vegan
- no real matter what the additional reviewers say - it truly is about veganism. Woke up and completed the
book and then decided to write the truth without regards to my fight against the American toxic diet.And I'm
miserable with my weight due to my excess and feeding on whatever I'd like. Furhman states over and over
that animal products are bad for the human body, toxic to the liver, ideal for cancer and extra fat, bad for
human beings. Yes, he does say that over and over, and a sentence will come up occasionally stating you can
have a little fish in case you are this sort of person or you could have some meats twice weekly if you are
see your face, but really, he wants you to become vegan. No animals products. Cereal and milk. Really, it
certainly bugs him.He hates cheese. NO CHEESE. Not really once will he ever say, you could have cheese
if you are that kind of person or this type of person. Breads, sweets, dairy, meat occasionally. Understand,
we FRY everything!30 pounds and taken care of it for at least a year. If loving cheese is incorrect, I don't
wish to be right. Sometimes I add tomato and cucumber (to appease Furhman). Its just a bunch of slides, no
context. He does have a tendency to mix items up and kind of says a very important factor then changes it a
little after that goes back to what he said earlier, so he goes in circles at times to where you are not really
sure what you should do. Again, it depends upon the web page. But I know this is what he really is trying to



state: to be healthy, you need to stop the loaf of bread, stop the pasta, quit the sweets, quit the cheese,
prevent the milk, prevent the meats, stop the seafood, stop oils, end diet sodas, stop over eating - just stop. In
comparison to my highest pounds *ever*, I'm 35 pounds lower. That will sort of travel you crazy in racking
your brains on what exactly you must do.He does sell a lot of products in his website plus they are
expensive. And pizza.In case you are strong enough this diet/way of life, can really change your existence, I
must say i believe this. I didn't give it 5 stars since it is so restrictive - but that is not necessarily bad, I'm just
kinda poor battling my food demons. I like reviews when they say "X months later" or better still "X years
afterwards", because slimming down is not nearly as important as maintaining (but based on having less
cravings so far, it must be pretty straightforward). Works even for long-term vegans - updated with
cholesterol results You may wonder if the dietary plan works for those who already are vegan. The answer is
usually yes. I have been vegan for 12 years, and I thought I had already changed from being a "processed
foods" vegan to a wholesome vegan, but I was wrong. I found this book as I was searching for answers.20
pounds in 3 months, improved my cholesterol, and also have maintained that. I didn't even understand I had
that very much to reduce! I am lower than I thought actually easy for me and might have to change my
license. ;)The main differences between the dietary plan and what I once was eating: no oils, better portion
control regarding nuts, limited carbs. I'm feeling better without out them than I did so on them! Fuhrman
makes the very convincing point that in case you are eating adequate nutrition, you'll avoid cravings. In fact,
I tried for many months but couldn't budget the scale more than a little and quickly-reversed amount. Then I
found this program, and the others is history.We particularly recommend this book to individuals who would
in any other case be susceptible to fad diets and cravings. Dr.We consider myself a very experienced dieter,
but for whatever reason, after gaining 10 pounds throughout a stressful time at the job, I found it difficult to
lose the weight. the pounds are dropping & I want to write a bad review because that's what my toxic meals
addicted body/human brain wants me to accomplish and I almost gave in and achieved it. When travelling, I
recommend salads (no essential oil) at Western restaurants and steamed vegetables, which most ethnic
restaurants can make. I existed for another 5 or 6 years, until I chose I'd had more than enough to the
horrible side effects of the drugs used to control the circumstances.Blood test results following 6 weeks:My
cholesterol:Vegetarian: 206Vegan: 181Vegan + E2L: 152I'll keep returning to provide updates. And I have
to become jealous of Furhman, in some way, so the penalty is 4 stars when he probably, most likely,
deserves 5.Edit: It has been over a year (it's right now August 2016), and I just remembered about this at this
point. I don't adhere to his plan 100% -- specifically, I more severely limit fruit due to all the sugars and I eat
more nuts for satiety -- but I've lost 25 pounds since beginning and maintained without going crazy.To lose
weight: eat vegetables, eat fruit, coffee beans and nuts in small amounts, oatmeal is acceptable also (I
think).And that's just the short list. My toxic body can be crying - don't stop the cheese, please. :) By the
way, it is so much easier to work at a lower weight!I would like to keep feeding on poorly because it tastes
good. I'm very happy. Very informative! Great publication and great assistance.This book is approximately
change. And yet regular is normally miserable, for me, at least.He states over and over a lb of greens and a
lb of vegetables per day. jenay This book is amazing I'm determine to get my health back. I suffer with
sciactic I know just by dropping the weight will make a difference in my own life. After over 30+ years of
being an unhealthy vegetarian it is time to take my health back This book changed the the way I appear at
food and my relationship with food. This book changed the the way I look at food and my whole
relationship with food. I am a chocolate gravy and biscuits with butter, sort of girl. Just started this program,
& I would like to eat sweets without reserve. Appreciated the logic of the "Eat to Live" plan. Helpful
information to improving my families health. A low-calorie diet plan that *doesn't* pay attention to
nutrients will just establish you for a restrict-binge-restrict-binge routine. I feel better.
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